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Health Care
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Paralegal Studies, 2017

Sinclair College, AASN - RN,
1996

Overview

As a former registered nurse, Lee offers a distinctive fusion of medical acumen
and legal know-how within our health care, malpractice, insurance defense, tort
defense, transportation, construction and premises liability cases. He has served
many roles including nurse analyst paralegal, nurse manager in a rehabilitation
facility, hospital ICU/CCU staff nurse, hospital joint replacement staff nurse, office
manager, EMT, and EKG technician.

Lee’s adept handling of document management, including organizing
voluminous document productions and abstracting critical medical records,
ensures the firm’s legal strategies are grounded in meticulous preparation and
comprehensive evidence. Lee’s skill set not only supports the firm’s attorneys but
directly impact clients' abilities to effectively respond to litigation challenges.

Lee’s intricate knowledge of the medical industry enables him to identify vital
elements within a case as well as coordinate efficiently with other experts. Lee
meticulously reviews medical records, ensuring accuracy and relevance to the
legal matter at hand. His insights into standard healthcare practices and
protocols provide a valuable perspective that enhances the overall strength of
the defense. His role includes abstracting deposition testimony, drafting
subpoenas, and selecting records to be provided for expert review.

He also serves a pivotal role in our transportation, construction and retail cases,
utilizing his understanding of safety protocols and risk management. Lee assists
attorneys in developing comprehensive strategies to address issues such as
accidents, and injuries.

Beyond his core responsibilities, Lee's dedication to successful client outcomes
extends to conducting jury verdict research to inform settlement strategies and
potential litigation exposures. Lee's multifaceted role is vital to both the team's
success and the defense strategies the firm deploys on behalf of its clients.
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Membership & Involvement

Member: Illinois Paralegal Association Lee
Strausberg


